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the insurance market in California is set to undergo enormous changes when the affordable Care act (aCa) takes full 
effect in 2014 and millions of residents become eligible for public insurance or subsidies for private insurance. 
this report provides a performance baseline for health plans and insurers before the law begins to influence the 
marketplace. data primarily from the state’s two insurance regulators, the department of Managed Health Care 
(dMHC) and the California department of insurance (Cdi), were used to examine market share, enrollment, financial 
performance, share of premiums devoted to medical care, and consumer satisfaction.
Key findings include: 
•	 Six insurance carriers accounted for three-fourths of the $111 billion health insurance revenues in 
California in 2011.
•	 Commercial enrollment remained essentially flat. individual enrollment declined 9.1% from 2010 levels, 
and group enrollment grew by less than 1%.
•	 enrollment grew in the public sector, mainly due to increased sign-ups for managed care Medi-Cal.
•	 dMHC-regulated companies insured the largest share of consumers, with the exception of the individual 
market, where Cdi-regulated carriers insured two of every three enrollees.
•	 Most of the largest carriers, both under dMHC and Cdi, reported positive net income.
•	 aCa requires insurers to spend a minimum share of premium dollars on medical care or pay a rebate to 
consumers. in 2012, the first rebates were paid: $74 million was returned to approximately 1.1 million 
California policyholders. 
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: for the estimated 8% (3.1 million) of Californians covered by self-insured employers, carriers provide administrative services only. Childrens Health insurance Program (CHiP) 
included in Medi-Cal. other Public includes Veterans administration and department of defense coverage such as tri-Care. figures may not total 100% due to rounding. Commercial 
refers to health insurance individually purchased or obtained through an employer group. it excludes administrative Services only and self-insured enrollment.
Source: Kaiser family foundation, State Health facts, based on Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey, annual Social and economic Supplements, 2010 and 2011.
*While fee-for-service Medi-Cal and Medicare provide 
insurance, they are not considered California health  
plans or insurers, as they operate under federal, rather  
than state, regulation.
California’s health plans 
and insurers provide both 
commercial and public 
coverage. More than two-
thirds of Californians were 
covered through these 
carriers, including 51% 
with employer-based or 
individual private insurance 
and 18% with Medicare or 
Medi-Cal managed care 
plans.* as health reform 
takes effect, the uninsured 
portion is expected to 
shrink, while Medi-Cal and 
individual coverage expand.
Health Insurance Coverage, by Source  
California, 2010–2011
overview
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: Kaiser figures adjusted to reflect only California business. unitedHealthcare figures include Pacificare life and Health insurance Company, which adds 0.8% to unitedHealthcare’s 
revenue. all others reflects other full-service plans regulated by dMHC (including SCan, Caloptima, and l.a. Care), as well as other Cdi-regulated carriers in the “accident and Health” 
line of business. Share computation based on total revenues from dMHC-regulated carriers and Cdi California direct premiums reported by Cdi for the “accident and Health” line of 
business. figures may not total 100% due to rounding.
Sources:  department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi): life and annuity Market Share report, 2011, 
exhibit 4(d); insurers’ annual Statements, Schedule t, Kaiser.
in billions total: $111 billion 
 dMHC: $92.1 billion 
  (distribution on page 7)
  Cdi: $18.8 billion  
 (distribution on page 8)
Health insurance was a 
$111 billion business in 
California in 2011. Six  
carriers dominated the 
state’s health insurance 
market, accounting for  
more than three-fourths  
of all revenues.
overviewAll Health Insurance Carriers  
by Share of Revenue, 2011
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dMhc cdi
number of health insurance carriers regulated 1, 2 53 270
California revenues* regulated 1, 2 $92.1 billion $18.8 billion
Share of business represented by the six largest 
companies (largest as determined by revenues)
81% 68%
total enrollees† reported 1, 3 22.3 million 
(~60% population)
3.0 million 
(~8% population)
Share of individual market enrollment 4 33% 67%
Share of group market enrollment 4 90% 10%
Primary types of health insurance products regulated •	 HMos 
•	 two PPos
•	 Vision
•	 dental
•	 Most PPos
•	 indemnity
•	 Medicare supplements  
and/or Part d standalone
•	 dental
•	 Stop-loss
Health Plans and Insurers
*reflects revenues of dMHC-regulated full-service carriers reporting enrollment in december 2011 and California premiums written by Cdi-regulated carriers for the “accident and 
Health” line of business. 
†total enrollment reported by dMHC for full-service health plans includes 858,786 enrollees for whom carriers are providing administrative services only (aSo). total enrollment 
reported by Cdi excludes 6.1 million covered lives under aSo contracts, some of which may only be for ancillary services, such as dental or mental health services.
notes: enrollment figures include Medicare supplemental coverage. Certain anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield PPo products are regulated by dMHC; others are regulated under  
Cdi. for details, see “Making Sense of Managed Care regulation in California,” roth and Kelch, november 2001, and “ready for reform? Health insurance regulation in California  
under the aCa,” Kelch associates, June 2011; both are available at www.chcf.org. number of carriers under dMHC reflects full-service plans with enrollment at fiscal year-end 2011. 
Sources: 1. dMHC, Health Plan financial Summary data, full Service Health Plans, 2011. 
 2. California department of insurance (Cdi): life and annuity Market Share report, 2011, exhibit 4(d); insurers’ annual Statements, Schedule t, Kaiser. 
 3. Cdi, office of Communications; Cdi Statistical analysis division.
 4. California Health Benefits review Program, CHBrP estimates of Sources of Health insurance in California, 2012, www.chbrp.org.
Health insurance carriers 
are regulated either by the 
department of Managed 
Health Care (dMHC) or 
the California department 
of insurance (Cdi). the 
dMHC, which has more 
comprehensive benefit 
requirements, regulates 
HMos, while the Cdi 
oversees most PPos and 
traditional fee-for-service 
plans. 
overviewHealth Insurance Regulators, 2011
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Health Plans and Insurers
Having recovered to  
pre-recession levels,  
overall enrollment under  
Cdi and dMHC regulation 
now stands at close to  
25 million. 
*reflects most current data available; mid-year figures not available for Cdi.
notes: enrollment is as of december, unless otherwise noted. enrollment shown under department of Managed Health Care (dMHC) refers to full-service enrollment; under California 
department of insurance (Cdi), it refers to comprehensive major medical coverage, and, in 2011 and 2011, also includes Medicare supplemental enrollment.. dMHC figures exclude 
aetna enrollment in employee assistance Programs. Percentage growth may not compute from rounded figures shown. Some double counting of dMHC enrollees may occur when 
plans contract out enrollment. 
Sources: dMHC Health Plan financial Statement Summary data; Cdi: Public affairs office, Statistical analysis division.
in millions
Health Insurance Carrier Enrollment Trends  
DMHC and CDI, 2003 to June 2012
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: Kaiser figures adjusted to reflect only California business. all others consists of 47 full-service plans, including SCan, Caloptima, l.a. Care, CiGna, inland empire, and Care 1st, all 
with revenues below $1.8 billion. See appendix e for details. factors affecting health plan revenues include not only enrollment, but also comprehensiveness and price of products 
sold, Medicare advantage enrollment levels, and inclusion of copays in plan revenues, as in the case of staff model HMos. figures may not total 100% due to rounding. 
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC) Health Plan financial Summary data.
Kaiser had by far the largest 
total revenue among  
dMHC-regulated plans 
due in part to Kaiser’s 
enrollment, which is double 
that of the next largest 
dMHC-regulated carrier. 
other factors, including 
its mix of enrollees and its 
operation as both a provider 
and insurer, may also have 
contributed to Kaiser’s 
revenue share.
in billions total: $92.1 billion 
overviewDMHC-Regulated Health Plans  
by Total Revenue, 2011
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: unitedHealthcare figures include PacifiCare. all others comprises 264 carriers, each writing less than $800 million in accident and Health insurance premiums in California.
Sources: California department of insurance (Cdi): California life & annuity Market Share report, exhibit 4d, 2011, www.insurance.ca.gov; insurers’ annual Statements, Schedule t, Kaiser.
anthem Blue Cross was the 
largest of the Cdi-regulated 
health insurers, with 
premium revenue exceeding 
the combined revenues 
of the next three largest 
carriers.
in billions total: $18.8 billion 
overviewCDI-Regulated Health Insurers  
by Premium Revenue, 2011
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: net income is an after-tax figure. Kaiser financial data reflect multistate business. all figures reflect fiscal year-end results. largest plans determined by fY 2011 California 
revenues. limited license plans not shown.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC) Health Plan financial Summary data, wpso.dmhc.ca.gov.
the six largest dMHC-
regulated plans posted 
positive net incomes in each 
of the last three years.
Net Income/Loss as a Percentage of Total Revenue  
Largest DMHC Plans, 2009 to 2011
financials
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: net income is an after-tax figure. Margin 5 line 35 4 line 9 from the Summary of operations. for anthem, which submits the “health” version of the annual filings, margin 5  
line 32 4 line 8 from the Statement of revenue and expenses. Blue Cross and Blue Shield figures represent California business only; results for other insurers include business in 
multiple states. figures shown exclude PacifiCare. largest plans determined by fY 2011 California revenues. 
Source: California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements, 2009–2011.
in 2011, five of the six 
largest Cdi insurers reported 
positive net incomes. 
Margins varied substantially 
among plans, ranging from 
– 3.0% to 8.1%. losses at 
Blue Shield’s Cdi-regulated 
company may be due 
in part to administrative 
expenses (see page 16).
Net Income/Loss as a Percentage of Total Revenue  
Largest CDI Insurers, 2009 to 2011
financials
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: largest plans determined by fY 2011 California revenues; plans qualifying under one regulator were also included under the other. for dMHC-regulated carriers, figures reflect 
total revenue. Kaiser revenues reflect California business only. for Cdi-regulated carriers, revenues reflect “accident and Health” direct premiums written in California (Schedule t). 
unitedHealthcare figures include PacifiCare. figures may not sum to totals due to rounding.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements.
California revenue for the 
largest carriers ranged from 
$1.8 to $37.4 billion. the 
amount of business each 
conducted under dMHC 
and Cdi regulation varied.  
at $5.7 billion, anthem had  
the most revenues under 
Cdi regulation. 
in billions
financialsCalifornia Revenue  
Largest DMHC Plans and CDI Insurers, 2011
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51%
62%
$1.5 $3.5
66%
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$12.4 $16.9
99%
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$6.9 $9.7
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$1.6 $1.8
91% 89%
$6.8 $10.6
100% 100%
$21.5 $37.4
88%
77%
$7.2 $8.3
Kaiser Health Net Blue Shield UnitedHealthcare Anthem Blue Cross CIGNA Aetna
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: largest plans determined by fY 2011 California revenues; plans qualifying under one regulator were also included under the other. for dMHC-regulated carriers, figures reflect 
total revenue. Kaiser revenues reflect California business only. for Cdi-regulated carriers, revenues reflect “accident and Health” direct premiums written in California (Schedule t). 
unitedHealthcare figures include PacifiCare.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements.
in billions
the share of business 
regulated by Cdi increased 
for most carriers during this 
period, reflecting, in part, 
the attractiveness of lower 
cost products with fewer 
benefits, which could be 
sold under Cdi. When the 
affordable Care act is fully 
implemented, however, 
all insurers must provide a 
minimum set of benefits.
Distribution of Business  
Largest DMHC Plans and CDI Insurers, 2004 and 2011
financials
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: all figures shown represent revenue growth in California, except Kaiser, whose dMHC figures include multistate activity. largest plans determined by fY 2011 California 
revenues; plans qualifying under one regulator were also included under the other. PacifiCare is not included in unitedHealthcare figures.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements.
three major plans under 
dMHC saw their revenues 
shrink or remain flat in 2011, 
while all major plans under 
Cdi regulation experienced 
revenue growth during this 
same period.
Revenue Growth/Reduction  
Largest DMHC Plans and CDI Insurers, 2010 and 2011
financials
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AvERAGE REBATE 
PER PoLICyHoLDER 
(a)
ToTAL DoLLARS 
REfuNDED 
(b)
PoLICyHoLDERS 
AffECTED 
(b 4 a)
ENRoLLEES 
AffECTED
CARRIERS 
PAyING A 
REBATE*
individual  $30  $20,506,850  683,562  956,514 8
Small Group  $206  $42,256,439  205,128  336,121 4
large Group  $43  $11,141,991  259,116  584,551 7
Grand Total  $65  $73,905,280  1,137,004  1,877,186 17
Health Plans and Insurers
*Carriers are counted once in each market (individual, small group, or large group) in which they pay a rebate.
notes: includes both Cdi- and dMHC-regulated carriers. 2011 rebates were paid in 2012. See appendix g for carrier-level detail. the aCa mandates that 80% of premiums for 
individuals and small groups are to be spent on medical care; the share is 85% for large groups.
Sources: department of Health and Human Services, “the 80/20 rule: Providing Value and rebates to Millions of Consumers,” www.healthcare.gov; for number of carriers paying, 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Center for Consumer information and insurance oversight (CCiio), “list of Health insurers owing rebates in 2012,” www.cciio.cms.gov.
the affordable Care act 
(aCa) requires carriers 
to spend a minimum 
percentage of premium 
dollars on medical care. 
Carriers not meeting this 
threshhold are required 
to issue rebates to 
policyholders. the average 
rebate in 2011 was $65. 
the largest number of 
policyholders affected in 
California were individual 
enrollees. the largest 
average rebates were paid in 
the small group market. 
Rebates to California Policyholders under the ACA 
by Market Sector, DMHC and CDI Combined, 2011
financials
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INDIvIDuAL 
(80% standard)
SMALL 
GRouP 
(80% standard)
LARGE 
GRouP 
(85% standard)
DMHC
aetna 80.0% 84.6% 85.2%
anthem Blue Cross 80.9% 77.5% 89.8%
Blue Shield 83.7% 82.6% 91.6%
CiGna 80.0% 80.0% 97.5%
Health net 105.3% 80.6% 90.8%
Kaiser 99.9% 93.8% 92.9%
unitedHealthcare 80.1% 77.7% 88.6%
INDIvIDuAL 
(80% standard)
SMALL 
GRouP 
(80% standard)
LARGE 
GRouP 
(85% standard)
CDI
aetna 82.2% 82.0% 84.6%
anthem Blue Cross 79.9% 82.9% 86.0%
Blue Shield 78.2% 83.7% 87.2%
CiGna 87.3% n/a 84.5%
Health net 88.2% 85.2% 89.4%
Kaiser 79.6% n/a 119.9%
PacifiCare 92.9% n/a 81.0%
unitedHealthcare n/a 85.3% 88.7%
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: the aCa established a minimum share of premium income that must be spent on medical care and quality improvement, thus limiting the portion remaining for items such  
as claims processing, administration, marketing, and profit. Government insurance, such as Medicare and Medicaid, is exempt from rebate computations. the first rebates were paid  
in the summer of 2012 for insurance coverage in 2011. largest plans determined by fY 2011 California revenues; plans qualifying under one regulator were also included under the 
other. PacifiCare life & Health, due to its affiliation with unitedHealthcare, is also shown. for additional detail, including carriers’ average payments per policyholder and total dollars 
paid, see appendix g.
Source: uS department of Health and Human Services, Your insurance Company and Costs of Coverage, Medical loss ratios, companyprofiles.healthcare.gov.
2001 marked the first year of 
the medical loss ratio (Mlr) 
rebate program, ushering in 
a new era of accountability 
for how premium dollars are 
spent. of the major carriers, 
two dMHC-regulated plans 
owed rebates to small group 
policyholders. Similarly, 
three Cdi-regulated carriers 
owed rebates on individual 
insurance; another three 
owed rebates on large 
group coverage.
Medical Loss Ratios, by Market Sector 
Largest DMHC Plans and CDI Insurers, 2011
financials
■ rebate required
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Anthem Blue Cross
Health Net*
Blue Shield
Kaiser*
UnitedHealthcare
Anthem Blue Cross
Aetna
Health Net
Blue Shield 12.5%                                                       
10.5%                                                                 
9.8%                                                                    
9.0%                                                                        
7.5%                                                                                
4.3%                                                                                               
23.7%
15.8%                                       
12.4%                                                       
11.6%                                                           
9.1%                                                                        
7.0%                                                                                  
■ DMHC
■ CDI     
Health Plans and Insurers
*figures reflect multistate business.
note: administrative percentages represent the share of revenues spent on administrative expenses and reflect the following measures: under dMHC, the “administrative ratio” from 
dMHC’s financial Summary data; under Cdi, the “a&H expense percent” as reported on five-Year Historical data (line 66 for all carriers shown except anthem); under Cdi, for anthem, 
line 8 divided by line 5 (total administrative expenses divided by total revenues) on the “Health” version of five-Year Historical data. 
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements.
the administrative ratio 
is the share of revenues 
spent on activities such 
as contracting with 
providers, processing claims, 
marketing, and paying 
commissions. High ratios, 
which may reflect high 
operating costs or a small 
revenue base over which to 
spread them, often concern 
management, as they can 
lead to financial losses. 
the ratios also concern 
consumers who want their 
premium dollars devoted to 
medical care.
financialsAdministrative Ratios,  
Largest DMHC Plans and CDI Insurers, 2011
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All Lines of Business
Large Group
Small Group
Individual
Large Group
Small Group
Individual
Large Group
Small Group
Individual $388
$349            
$368      
$191                                                           
$326                  
$304                         
$254                                        
$342              
$361        
$346            
DMHC
CDI
DMHC and CDI
 Combined
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: largest plans determined by fY 2011 California revenues and reflect both dMHC- and Cdi-regulated insurers for aetna, anthem Blue Cross, Blue Shield, CiGna, Health net, 
Kaiser, PacifiCare life & Health, and unitedHealthcare. data must be interpreted with caution — stand-alone products, such as prescription drugs, mental health services, and 
chiropractic care (but not dental care) are reflected in these figures. in 2011, maternal health was not yet a required benefit under Cdi-regulated products.  
Source: California Medical loss ratio (Mlr) filings, Pt 1 and 2 (lines 1.1 and 11.4).
Premiums paid by individual 
policyholders under dMHC-
regulated plans were twice 
as high per member per 
month as those paid by 
individual policyholders 
under Cdi-regulated plans. 
these higher premiums 
are likely due to lower 
cost sharing and more 
comprehensive coverage.
Average Premiums Per Member Per Month  
by Market Sector, Largest Carriers, 2011
financials
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All Others
CIGNA
Inland Empire
Aetna
L.A. Care
UnitedHealthcare
Health Net
Blue Shield
Anthem Blue Cross
Kaiser 7.0 million
4.1 million                                           
2.3 million                                                                     
2.3 million                                                                     
1.3 million                                                                                    
977k                                                                                                    
711k                                                                                                         
529k                                                                                                            
520k                                                                                                            
3.9 million                                               
■ Group        ■ Individual        ■ Public
          (13.0 million)                 (1.6 million)                                (9.1 million)
Health Plans and Insurers
note: Commercial refers to health insurance individually 
purchased or obtained through an employer group. it 
excludes administrative Services only and self-insured 
enrollment.
notes: Public enrollment includes Medicare advantage, Medicare Supplemental, Medi-Cal managed care, Healthy families, Healthy Kids, and aiM. not shown: administrative Services 
only enrollment (864,000 under dMHC; n/a under Cdi), Plan-to-Plan enrollment (788,000 under dMHC). all others includes carriers that had fewer than 500,000 combined enrollees. 
these plans include Caloptima, Care 1st, and Heritage. figures for unitedHealthcare represent enrollment from both unitedHealthcare and PacifiCare.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division, Group & individual 
Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2011.
Most carriers insured a mix 
of commercial and public 
enrollees. Some 13 million 
enrollees were insured 
through employer-based 
groups. Comparatively 
few individuals purchased 
their own insurance. Some 
carriers, particulary county-
based plans such as l.a. Care 
and inland empire, primarily 
served Medi-Cal enrollees.
Enrollment in Group, Individual, and Public Coverage 
DMHC and CDI Combined, 2011
enrollment
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Health Plans and Insurers
notes: “Commercial” refers to health insurance individually purchased or obtained through an employer group. it excludes admininstrative Services only and self-insured enrollment, 
which the California Health Benefits review Program estimates at 3.1 million. enrollment figures are as of december. See appendix b for additional enrollment details. all others 
includes carriers that had fewer than 500,000 combined enrollees and reported group or individual enrollment. these plans include Chinese Community Health Plan, Heritage, Sharp, 
united agricultural employee Welfare Benefit Plan and trust, and Western Health advantage. figures for unitedHealthcare include PacifiCare enrollment.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division, Group & individual 
Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2011.
in Millions total coMMercial enrollMent:  
 14.6 million
Carriers insured 14.6 million 
Californians through group 
and individual policies. 
the three largest carriers 
account for three-quarters of 
enrollees. Kaiser dominated, 
covering 40% of all group 
and individual enrollees. the  
next two largest carriers 
together covered another 
35% of these enrollees. 
Commercial Enrollment 
DMHC and CDI Combined, 2011
enrollment
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Kaiser
48%
Anthem
Blue Cross
16%
Blue Shield
14%
5%
7%
2%
2%
5%
3%
DMHC Commercial Enrollment
Total: 11.9 million
CDI Commercial Enrollment
Total: 2.6 million
All Others
UnitedHealthcare
Aetna
CIGNA
Anthem
Blue Cross
38%
Blue Shield
19%
CIGNA
11%
Health Net
8% Aetna
12%
4%
Health 
Net
6%
Kaiser
All Others
UnitedHealthcare
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: “Commercial” refers to health insurance individually purchased or obtained through an employer group. it excludes admininstrative Services only enrollment, Medicare 
Supplemental coverage, and public programs. enrollment figures are as of december. See appendix b for additional enrollment details. figures for unitedHealthcare represent 
enrollment from both unitedHealthcare and PacifiCare. all others includes carriers that had fewer than 500,000 combined enrollees and reported group or individual enrollment.  
these plans include Chinese Community Health Plan, Heritage, Sharp, united agricultural employee Welfare Benefit Plan and trust, and Western Health advantage.
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division, Group & individual 
Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2011.
nearly half of the 
commercial enrollees 
regulated under dMHC  
were Kaiser members. 
anthem had the most 
enrollees under Cdi 
regulation.
Commercial Enrollment 
DMHC and CDI, 2011
enrollment
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Anthem
Blue Cross
47%
Blue Shield
21%
Kaiser
19%
5%
2%
4%
Individual Enrollment
Total: 1.6 million
Group Enrollment
Total: 13.0 million
All Others
UnitedHealthcare (1%)
CIGNA (1%)
Health Net
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Cross
17%
Blue Shield
14%
Kaiser
42%
Aetna
5%
Health Net
8%
4%
5%
6%
All Others
UnitedHealthcare
CIGNA
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: includes enrollees under both regulators. figures for unitedHealthcare represent enrollment from both unitedHealthcare and PacifiCare. all others includes carriers that had 
fewer than 500,000 combined enrollees and reported group or individual enrollment. these plans include Chinese Community Health Plan, Heritage, Sharp, united agricultural 
employee Welfare Benefit Plan and trust, and Western Health advantage. 
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division, Group & individual 
Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2011.
the individual market was 
highly concentrated, with 
87% of enrollees covered  
by three carriers. at 47% 
of the individual market, 
anthem Blue Cross had the 
largest share. Kaiser had the 
largest share (42%) in the 
group market.
Individual and Group Enrollment 
Market Share, DMHC and CDI Combined, 2011
enrollment
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Jun–20122011201020092008200720062005
Kaiser
All Others
Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Health Net
L.A. Care
UnitedHealthcare
All Plans –75k (0%)
+398k (6%)
+1.3 million (33%)
–1.3 million (–28%)
–246k (– 9%)
+277k (14%)
+261k (33%)
–815k (–50%)
RECESSION ERA
Health Plans and Insurers
note: Plans shown by name are full-service dMHC plans with more than 500,000 enrollees as of december 2011.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data.
enrollment
dMHC enrollment declines 
in anthem Blue Cross and 
unitedHealthcare continued 
through 2011 and into 
the first half of 2012. 
the dramatic increase in 
enrollment in the all others 
category, largely fueled 
by enrollment in public 
managed care programs, 
leveled off in the first half  
of 2012.
total enrollMent (in millions) change 
  (since 2005)
Enrollment Trends in DMHC-Regulated Carriers 
December 2005 to June 2012
enrollMent in 6 largest Plans  
as share of total82% 83% 81% 80% 78% 77% 76% 76%
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All Others
Kaiser
Health Net
CIGNA
Aetna
UnitedHealthcare
Blue Shield
Anthem Blue Cross
1.1 million
1.0 million           
467k       
509k
420k          
481k
388k
314k            
199k 
187k   
195k
180k  
27k    
54k
114k                              
290k
■ 2010
 (Total: 2.9 million) 
■ 2011
 (Total: 3.0 million) 
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: totals include Medicare Supplemental enrollment of 329,589 and 398,517 in 2010 and 2011, respectively. figures for unitedHealthcare include Pacificare (12,606 enrollees).  
Sources: California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division: Group & individual Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2010–2011; Medicare Supplement 
Plan Covered lives, 2010–2011.
overall, enrollment in 
Cdi-regulated products 
increased by 5% between 
2010 and 2011, largely 
driven by CiGna, 
unitedHealthcare, and  
Blue Shield gains.
Enrollment Trends in CDI-Regulated Carriers 
2010 and 2011
enrollment
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■ CDI        ■ DMHC        ■ Both Combined
GroupIndividual
–65,628
–90,254
136,037
–36,528
99,509
–155,882
Health Plans and Insurers
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division, Group & individual 
Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2011.
Combined individual and 
group enrollment shrank 
slightly in 2011. individual 
enrollment declined under 
both regulators, but losses 
were greatest for dMHC-
regulated individual 
coverage, both in numbers 
and on a percentage basis. 
Group enrollment regulated 
by dMHC declined, while  
group enrollment under  
Cdi regulation increased.
Enrollment Gains/Losses  
Commercial Insurance, by Regulator, 2011
enrollment
Percentage change since 2010
–5.8% 9.7%–15.6% –0.3%–9.1% 0.8%
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■ 2010      ■ 2011      ■ 2012 (June YTD)
Medi-Cal and
Other Public
Medicare
GroupIndividual
–82 –90 –44
–303
–37
81 90 106
348
502
24
–568
Over one-third (195k)
 of this 2011 increase
resulted from the expansion of
Medi-Cal managed care to
ve additional counties.
Health Plans and Insurers
in thousands
notes: in 2011, expansion of Medi-Cal managed care to five additional counties (Kings, Madera, Marin, Mendocino, Ventura) accounted for an increase of 195,000 enrollees. in addition, 
the transition of seniors and people with disabilities (SPd) from Medi-Cal fee-for-service to managed care was also underway in 2011. Mandatory transitions of SPd began on June 1, 
2011 following a period of voluntary transitions. over half the 2012 group losses (367,000) resulted from a change in the reporting methods of one plan. not shown: administrative 
Services only, Plan-to-Plan, other enrollment. enrollment as of december, except as noted; gains/losses computed from prior december.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data. 
individual and group 
enrollment have continued 
to shrink. individual 
enrollment declined 16%  
in 2011 and another 9%  
in the first half of 2012. 
Group enrollment held 
steady in 2011, but fell in 
the first half of 2012. these 
commercial losses were 
largely offset by dramatic 
growth in public managed 
care programs.
Enrollment Gains/Losses 
DMHC-Regulated Plans, by Selected Insurance Types, 2010 to June 2012
enrollment
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INDIvIDuAL GRouP MEDICARE
MEDI-CAL AND 
oTHER PuBLIC
ADMINISTRATIvE 
SERvICES oNLy
PLAN- 
To-PLAN oTHER
NET CHANGE 
EnRoLLEES PERCEnTagE
aetna 0 10,867 – 7,219 0 0 0 – 21,510 – 17,862 – 4.3%
anthem blue Cross – 40,045 – 60,737 11,305 21,090 – 3,778 0 0 – 72,165 – 2.1%
blue Shield – 23,876 – 55,896 5,384 – 5,171 64,603 0 0 – 14,956 – 0.6%
CIgna – 54 – 14,099 0 0 0 0 0 – 14,153 – 5.8%
Health net – 626 – 40,738 – 8,110 – 30,498 0 177,072 0 97,100 4.4%
Kaiser – 24,383 146,894 43,817 25,413 0 0 0 191,741 2.8%
L.a. Care 0 0 507 99,024 0 0 377 99,908 11.4%
UnitedHealthcare – 1,436 – 23,259 4,142 0 0 0 0 – 20,553 – 2.3%
all others 166 440 40,631 392,297 – 225 20,318 9,790 463,417 10.7%
Net Change – 90,254 
– 15.6%
– 36,528 
– 0.3%
90,457 
4.5%
502,155 
8.2%
60,600 
7.5%
197,390 
33.4%
– 11,343 
– 109.4%
712,477 
3.3%
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: net change figures reflect a comparison of december 2011 to december 2010. Group includes small group and point-of-service enrollment. Health net’s plan-to-plan increases 
are primarily the result of a reclassification of CalViva Medi-Cal enrollees to the plan-to-plan category. “other” is an adjustment category and accounts for inconsistencies between 
reported totals and component figures.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data.
enrollment gains were 
concentrated in the public 
sector. all major private 
plans lost individual 
enrollees, possibly due 
to the weak economy 
and ongoing premium 
increases. Many plans also 
experienced declines in 
group enrollment.
Enrollment Gains/Losses 
DMHC-Regulated Plans, by Insurance Type, 2011
enrollment
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INDIvIDuAL GRouP MEDICARE SuPPLEMENT ToTAL
EnRoLLMEnT CHangE EnRoLLMEnT CHangE EnRoLLMEnT CHangE EnRoLLMEnT CHangE 
aetna  80,424  – 2,790  232,281  – 69,774  1,526  – 858  314,231  – 73,422
anthem blue Cross  613,082  – 55,286  388,059  – 12,531 — —  1,001,141  – 67,817
blue Shield  274,554  10,379  234,772  32,085 — —  509,326  42,464 
CIgna  9,521  5,580  280,131  170,333  58  – 27  289,710  175,886 
Health net  51,713  – 8,509  112,213  – 4,439  16,478  – 1,744  180,404  – 14,692
Kaiser — —  54,261  27,205 — —  54,261  27,205 
UnitedHealthcare  12,606  – 2,582  173,506  – 6,573  295,215  70,818  481,327  61,663 
all others  32,268  – 12,420  69,898  – 269  85,240  739  187,406  – 11,950
Total 1,074,168 
 
– 65,628 
– 5.8%
1,545,121  136,037 
9.7% 
 398,517  68,928 
20.9%
3,017,806  139,337 
4.8% 
Health Plans and Insurers
note: figures for unitedHealthcare include PacifiCare.
Sources: California department of insurance (Cdi), Statistical analysis division: Group & individual Covered lives for Comprehensive Major Medical, 2010–2011;  
Medicare Supplement Plan Covered lives, 2010–2011.
four of the seven largest 
insurers regulated by Cdi 
increased enrollment 
between 2010 and 2011.
Enrollment and Gains/Losses 
CDI-Regulated Carriers, by Insurance Type, 2011 (since 2010)
enrollment
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Fee-for-Service
64%
Medicare
Advantage
36%
Fee-for-Service
73%
Medicare
Advantage
27%
California Medicare Eligibles
Total: 5.1 million
US Medicare Eligibles
Total: 50.1 million
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: under Medicare advantage, health plans provide all Medicare benefits in exchange for a capitated payment. Some fee-for-service enrollees also have Medicare supplemental 
insurance. 
Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Medicare advantage State/County Penetration, June 2012.
in California, almost 
two-thirds of Medicare 
enrollees had fee-for-service 
coverage. Consistent with 
California’s high overall HMo 
penetration, the percentage 
of enrollees covered by 
Medicare advantage in 
California was greater than 
the national average.
Medicare Advantage vs. Medicare fee-for-Service 
California vs. United States, June 2012
Public Coverage
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All Others
MD Care*
Citizens Choice*
Central Health Plan*
CalOptima
Humana*
Inter Valley*
Care 1st
Aetna
Easy Choice*
CareMore*
Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield
SCAN*
Health Net
UnitedHealthcare
Kaiser 842
334                                                                            
140                                                                                                         
115                                                                                                             
61                                                                                                                       
57                                                                                                                        
49                                                                                                                         
30                                                                                                                            
30                                                                                                                            
23                                                                                                                        
18                                                                                                                         
15                                                                                                                         
14                                                                                                                         
12                                                                                                                         
12                                                                                                                         
11                                                                                                                         
68                                                                                                                      
  46%
  18%
  8%
  6%
  3%
  3%
  3%
2%
2%
      1%
      1%
      1%
      1%
      1%
      1%
      1%
  4%
total enrollMent: 
1.8 Million
Health Plans and Insurers
Kaiser enrolled the most 
Medicare advantage 
members by far, consistent 
with its standing as the 
state’s largest health plan. 
unitedHealthcare, Health 
net, and SCan combined 
covered almost 600,000 
individuals, or about one-
third of Medicare advantage 
enrollees in California.
in thousands
*Medicare specialty plans.
notes: unitedHealthcare’s Medicare advantage products are known by their brand name, Secure Horizons. all others includes plans with fewer than 15,000 enrollees, such as Chinese 
Community Health Plan, Citizen’s Choice, Md Care, and 36 other plans. also see appendix h.
Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Medicare advantage enrollment by State/County/Contract, June 2012, www.cms.gov.
Medicare Advantage Enrollment and Market Share 
by Health Plan, June 2012
Public Coverage
12-Month growth
4.8%
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3.37
3.85
7.46
3.32
4.14
7.58
2.89
4.69
7.40
2.50
4.89
■ Fee-for-Service
■ Managed Care
Health Plans and Insurers
in Millions
notes: Some Medi-Cal managed care plans contract their enrollees out to other managed care plans. figures shown reflect contracts between plans and the state. figures may not 
total 100% due to rounding. Managed Care is detailed on page 31. also see appendix i.
Sources: California department of Health Care Services, Medi-Cal Managed Care enrollment reports, www.dhcs.ca.gov; California department of Health Care Services, research and 
analytical Studies Branch, “Medi-Cal Certified eligibles County Pivot table — Most recent 24 Months,” www.dhcs.ca.gov; Wunsch and linkins, a first look: Mandatory enrollment of 
Medi-Cal’s Seniors and People with disabilities into Managed Care, CHCf, august 2012, www.chcf.org.
*Mandatory transitions of seniors and persons with 
disabilities began June 1, 2011, following a period of 
voluntary transitions; overall, the program affected nearly 
400,000 enrollees in 16 counties. this accounted for some 
of Medi-Cal managed care’s expansion of 755,000 enrollees 
during the period from december 2010 to June 2012. in 
addition, in 2011, expansion of Medi-Cal managed care to 
five additional counties (Kings, Madera, Marin, Mendocino, 
and Ventura) resulted in an increase of 195,000 enrollees.
Between 2009 and 2012, 
managed care enrollment 
grew by more than one 
million. at the same 
time, fee-for-service (ffS) 
enrollment declined. this 
shift is partially explained by 
a yearlong state program 
transitioning seniors and 
persons with disabilities 
from ffS to managed care 
plans.*
Medi-Cal fee-for-Service vs. Managed Care Enrollment 
December 2009 to June 2012
Public Coverage
53% 55% 62% 66%
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All Others
CenCal*
Health Plan of San Joaquin*
Gold Coast Health Plan*
Kern Family Health Care*
Santa Clara Family Health*
Community Health Group
Alameda Alliance for Health*
Central California Alliance for Health*
CalViva Health*
Molina
Partnership*
CalOptima*
Anthem Blue Cross
Inland Empire
Health Net
L.A. Care* 995
718                             
500                                                  
451                                                      
392                                                             
202                                                                                  
201                                                                                  
190                                                                                   
190                                                                                  
126                                                                                          
122                                                                                          
117                                                                                          
116                                                                                           
105                                                                                            
100                                                                                             
96                                                                                              
270                                                                           
20%
15%
10%
9%
8%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
6%
total enrollMent:  
4.9 Million
Health Plans and Insurers
*County plans. fifteen county-based plans contract with the state to provide Medi-Cal managed care services.
notes: Gold Coast is organized under the department of Health Care Services to serve Medi-Cal enrollees only, and is not a Knox-Keene regulated plan. all others consists of Contra 
Costa Health Plan*, Health Plan of San Mateo*, San francisco*, Kaiser, Care 1st, Positive Healthcare, and family Mosaic Project. Some Medi-Cal managed care plans contract their 
enrollees out to other managed care plans; figures shown reflect contracts between plans and the state. figures may not total 100% due to rounding. for details, see appendix i. 
Source: California department of Health Care Services, Medi-Cal Managed Care enrollment reports, www.dhcs.ca.gov.
Medi-Cal Managed Care Enrollment and Market Share 
by Health Plan, June 2012
Public Coverage
County-affiliated plans 
played a major role in  
Medi-Cal’s expanding 
managed care program, and 
contracted for more than 
two-thirds of its managed 
care enrollees.
in thousands
12-Month growth
12.6%
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All Others*
Alameda Alliance*
Kern Family Health Care*
Ventura County Health Plan*
L.A. Care*
Community Health Plan*
Care1st
Santa Clara Family Health Plan*
Central Coast Alliance*
Health Plan of San Joaquin*
Community Health Group
Blue Shield
Molina
CalOptima*
Inland Empire*
Health Net
Kaiser
Anthem Blue Cross 197
193  
138                                  
58                                                                                  
37                                                                                              
33                                                                                                
32                                                                                                 
25                                                                                                     
24                                                                                                      
24                                                                                                     
17                                                                                                         
13                                                                                                            
11                                                                                                             
11                                                                                                             
11                                                                                                             
11                                                                                                             
10                                                                                                             
29                                                                                                  
23%
22%
16%
7%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
3%
ToTal enrollmenT: 
872,966
Health Plans and Insurers
in Thousands
*County-based plans. 
note: Healthy families is California’s vehicle for the Children’s Health insurance Program, and unlike Medi-Cal, has no fee-for-service component. Healthy families december enrollment 
in 2011 was 870,781 and 874,678 in 2010. See appendix J for details. all others consists of plans with fewer than 10,000 enrollees in Healthy families: CenCal, Contra Costa Health Plan, 
Health Plan of San Mateo, Partnership, and San francisco Health Plan. 
Source: MrMiB report: Healthy families Program Current enrollment distribution by County and Health Plan, www.mrmib.ca.gov.
Healthy families enrollment 
was distributed across a 
range of commercial and 
county-based carriers. 
together, anthem Blue 
Cross, Kaiser, and Health net 
covered over half of Healthy 
families enrollees. nearly 
900,000 Healthy families 
enrollees in California will 
move to Medi-Cal in 2013.
Public CoverageHealthy Families Enrollment and Market Share 
by Health Plan, June 2012
12-monTh decline
– 0.1%
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Legend: 
■ < 75% 
■ 75% – 85%  
■ > 85%
d o c to r s ,  c a r e,  a n d  co M M u n i c at i o n P l a n  s e r v i c e
Health Care  
Highly 
Rated*
Ease of 
Getting 
Doctors and 
Care†
Doctor 
Communication 
with Patients†
Shared 
Decisionmaking 
(patient and 
doctor)‡
Coordinated 
Care‡
Health 
Promotion‡
Customer 
Service†
Claims 
Payment†
Plan 
Information 
on Cost‡
Member 
Complaints‡
HMO P E R C E N T A G E  o f  M E M B E R S
aetna 71% 81% 92% 57% 76% 53% 80% 90% — —
anthem blue Cross 69% 82% 90% 62% 75% 51% 72% 84% — 58%
blue Shield 78% 87% 94% 64% 83% 59% 82% 87% 66% 75%
CIgna 76% 82% 89% 64% 75% 56% 81% 79% — —
Health net 71% 83% 90% 56% 79% 52% 79% 87% 59% 59%
Kaiser north 77% 85% 91% 60% 79% 55% 81% 78% 60% 71%
Kaiser Southern 80% 85% 93% 59% 76% 61% 82% 77% 68% 74%
UnitedHealthcare 74% 79% 94% 60% 83% 64% 77% 87% 59% 63%
PPO P E R C E N T A G E  o f  M E M B E R S
aetna 78% 84% 95% 63% 81% 56% 84% 83% 59% 47%
anthem blue Cross 77% 90% 94% 63% 77% 58% 79% 89% 61% 65%
blue Shield 72% 83% 95% 63% 79% 53% 77% 84% 53% 51%
CIgna 75% 86% 92% 65% 77% 57% 82% 82% 56% —
Health net 71% 83% 94% 59% 74% 53% 74% 81% 47% 47%
UnitedHealthcare 72% 88% 94% 62% 79% 59% 82% 83% 62% 62%
Health Plans and Insurers
*rated their health care/plan an 8, 9, or 10 on a scale of 1 to 10. †rated their HMo/PPo highly in this category. ‡reported experiencing this event.  
notes: reflects survey data collected in 2011 regarding service and experiences in 2010. differences of four percentage points or more should be considered meaningful. When there 
was an insufficient number of responses, no figure is shown. includes results for carriers with more than 100,00 enrollees. See appendix K for details.
Source: office of the Patient advocate, Quality report Card, 2012 edition, www.opa.ca.gov.
over 85% of members 
surveyed from each 
plan rated their doctor’s 
communication skills highly. 
the vast majority (74% to 
83%) of members reported 
that their doctor was up-to-
date on care they received 
from other doctors. fewer 
than two-thirds of members 
said that their doctor 
discussed the pros and cons 
of treatment plans with 
them. Consumer ratings 
were generally similar for 
HMos and PPos.
Consumer Ratings of Health Plans and Insurers Consumer Satisfaction
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All 6
Carriers
Health Net
Kaiser
United
Healthcare
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
■ Benets/Coverage         ■ Claims/Financial         ■ Coordination of Care         ■ Access
■ Attitude/Service of Health Plan         ■ Attitude/Service of Provider         ■ Enrollment
TOTAL COMPLAINTS
RESOLVED
Complaints Per 10,000 Members
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: Complaint rates shown for commercial insurers with more than 375,000 enrollees as of december 2011. figures reflect resolved complaints, both with and without merit. 
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), 2011 Complaint results by Category and Health Plan, www.dmhc.ca.gov.
dMHC tracks the number 
of complaints it receives 
as a measure of patient 
satisfaction. in 2011, the rate 
of complaints — both with 
and without merit — for all 
plans was less than five per 
10,000 enrollees. the most 
common complaints were 
about benefits and coverage 
issues and claims and 
financial matters.
Complaints filed with DMHC 
by Carrier, 2011
Consumer Satisfaction
737
924
158
133
1,421
332
3,705
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All 7
Carriers
CIGNA
United
Healthcare
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Health Net
Kaiser
■ With Merit         ■ Without Merit         ■ Other Outcomes
TOTAL
COMPLAINTS
Complaints Per 10,000 Members
Health Plans and Insurers
notes: Complaints With Merit are those found to require corrective action, to lead to insurer compromise, or to result in some other resolution. other outcomes are complaints neither 
with nor without merit; for example, an insurer might pay a claim after a complaint is filed but before a ruling on the complaint has been made and within the allowed time period for 
paying a claim.
Sources: California department of insurance (Cdi), Company Performance and Comparison data, interactive.web.insurance.ca.gov; enrollment figures for computing complaint rates 
from Cdi Statistical analysis division, 2011 Health & disability insurance data Call.
the rate of complaints to 
Cdi per 10,000 enrollees 
ranged from 2.5 to nearly 
18. overall, 3.3 out of 12.9 
— about one-quarter — of 
the complaints per 10,000 
members were found to 
have merit. another 5.4 
per 10,000 were found 
to be without merit. the 
remaining complaints  
had other outcomes.
Complaints Filed with CDI 
by Carrier, 2011
Consumer Satisfaction
99
261
762
1,470
417
160
72
3,241
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California HealthCare Foundation
1438 Webster Street, Suite 400
Oakland, CA 94612
510.238.1040
www.chcf.org
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f e d e r a l  r e s o u r c e s ,  
u s  d e Pa r t M e n t  o f  h e a lt h  
a n d  h u M a n  s e r v i c e s 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), 
Center for Consumer Information and Insurance 
oversight (CCIIo) 
•	 Health Insurance Market Reforms  
www.cciio.cms.gov
•	 List of Health Insurers owing Rebates in 2012  
www.cciio.cms.gov
•	 Medical Loss Ratio – Carrier Filing Instructions  
for all Parts 
www.cciio.cms.gov
•	 Medical Loss Ratio Data and System Resources  
www.cciio.cms.gov
•	 Medical Loss Ratio Implementing Regulations 
www.cciio.cms.gov
•	 Medical Loss Ratio reports  
www.cciio.cms.gov
CMS, Medicare Enrollment Resources
•	 Medicare advantage State/County Penetration Report 
www.cms.gov
•	 Monthly Medicare advantage Enrollment,  
by State/County/Contract 
www.cms.gov
HealthCare.Gov
•	 The 80/20 Rule: Providing Value and Rebates to  
Millions of Consumers  
www.healthcare.gov
•	 Insurance Company Profiles by State, including  
Medical Loss Ratios & Rate Review  
companyprofiles.healthcare.gov
r e g u l at o r s
California Department of Insurance (CDI)
•	 Insurance Company Profiles, including Financial 
Statements  
www.insurance.ca.gov
•	 Life and annuity Market Share Reports, 2003–2011  
www.insurance.ca.gov
•	 Press Release: “Insurance Commissioner Dave Jones 
announces Health Insurance Rebates for California 
Policyholders” July 31, 2012.  
www.insurance.ca.gov 
California Department of Managed Health Care 
(DMHC)
•	 Health Plan Financial Statements  
www.hmohelp.ca.gov
•	 Health Plan Financial Summary Report 
wpso.dmhc.ca.gov
•	 Independent Medical Review and  
Complaint Results, 2011 
www.hmohelp.ca.gov
•	 Licensed Plans List  
www.hmohelp.ca.gov
o t h e r  s tat e  r e s o u r c e s
California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS)
•	 Medi-Cal Managed Care Enrollment Reports 
www.dhcs.ca.gov
•	 Research and analytical Studies branch,  
“Medi-Cal Certified Eligible County Pivot Table –  
Most Recent 24 Months” 
www.dhcs.ca.gov
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coMPany  
grouPing under dMhc under cdi
aetna aetna Health of California, inc.† aetna life insurance Company* †
anthem Blue Cross Blue Cross of California, dba anthem Blue Cross† anthem Blue Cross life and Health insurance Company †
Blue Shield California Physicians’ Service, dba Blue Shield of California† Blue Shield of California life and Health insurance Company † 
CiGna CiGna HealthCare of California† 
GeMCare Health Plan, inc.
Connecticut General life insurance Company * †
Health net Health net of California, inc.† Health net life insurance Company †
Kaiser Kaiser foundation Health Plan, inc. * Kaiser Permanente insurance Company *
unitedHealthcare uHC of California, dba unitedHealthcare of California† unitedHealthcare insurance Company * †
PacifiCare life and Health insurance Company
*Multi-state activities are included in California regulatory filings. 
†denotes entities paired under their company brand name on pages comparing or combining dMHC and Cdi carriers. 
note: largest plans were selected on the basis of enrollment at december, 2011. 
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data; California department of insurance (Cdi): California life & annuity Market Share report, 2011.
Health Plans and Insurers
Appendix A: affiliated Entities of California’s Largest Health Insurance Carriers 
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d m h c c d i co m b i n e d
company name individual all group total individual Small group large group total total SHare
aetna  —  373,788  373,788  80,424  67,361  164,920  312,705  686,493 5%
anthem Blue Cross  127,972  1,767,534  1,895,506  613,082  299,139  88,920  1,001,141  2,896,647 20%
Blue Shield  52,761  1,575,425  1,628,186  274,554  213,541  21,231  509,326  2,137,512 15%
Cigna  143  230,256  230,399  9,521  190  279,941  289,652  520,051 4%
Health net  3,163  940,868  944,031  51,713  58,902  53,311  163,926  1,107,957 8%
Kaiser  298,958  5,430,576  5,729,534 —  1,858  52,403  54,261  5,783,795 40%
unitedHealthcare*  5,050  543,235  548,285  12,606  68,905  104,601  186,112  734,397 5%
all others†  1,830  590,331  592,161  32,268  27,476  42,422  102,166  694,327 5%
Totals  489,877 11,452,013 11,941,890  1,074,168  737,372  807,749  2,619,289 14,561,179 100%
Total Individual 1,564,045
Total Group 12,997,134
*unitedHealthcare figures include enrollment from pacifiCare. 
†all others includes carriers that had fewer than 500,000 combined enrollees. these plans include Heritage, Caloptima, Care 1st, and 116 other plans that are regulated by Cdi or dmHC.  
Source: Cdi, Statistical analysis division, group & individual Covered lives for Comprehensive major-medical, 2011; department of managed Health Care (dmHC), Health plan financial Summary data.  
Health Plans and Insurers
Appendix B: Commercial Enrollment, DMHC and CDI, 2011
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e n r o l l M e n t
ranK / health Plan naMe official health Plan naMe
location  
(adMin. offiCeS)
date 
licensed
SiZe 
(12/31/11) 
CHanGe 
(Ytd 6/12)
Medi-Cal / 
otHer PuBliC* MediCare
Plan 
tyPe
tax 
status
6 aetna 1 aetna Health Plan of California, inc. Walnut Creek 8/6/81  397,117 6% — 3% B P
19 alameda alliance alameda alliance for Health alameda 9/19/95  138,638 6% 97% 3% C nP
2 anthem Blue Cross 2 Blue Cross of California thousand oaks 1/7/93 3,327,808 – 2% 29% 7% B P
33 arcadian arcadian Health Plan, inc. oakland 5/29/08  40,978 4% — — M —
53 arta arta Medicare Healtlh Plan, inc. San diego 3/17/06 1 n/a — 100% M —
3 Blue Shield 3 California Physicians’ Service San francisco 7/27/78 2,457,425 1% 1% 6% B nP
10 Caloptima orange County Health authority orange 6/28/00  437,428 – 3% 97% 3% C/B nP
17 CalViva Health fresno-Kings-Madera regional Health authority fresno 12/30/10  174,313 7% 100% — C nP
11 Care 1st Care 1st Health Plan Monterey Park 11/1/95  365,933 7% 69% 4% o nP
32 CareMore CareMore Health Plan Cerritos 11/1/02  46,507 6% — 100% M P
26 CenCal Santa Barbara San luis obispo regional Health authority Goleta 6/22/00  105,791 – 6% 97% — C nP
14 Central California alliance for Health Santa Cruz-Monterey-Merced Managed Medical Care Commission Scotts Valley 6/20/00  209,115 1% 100% — C nP
43 Central Health Plan Central Health Plan of California, inc. Covina 10/27/04 11,017 11% — 100% M P
41 Chinese Community Health Plan Chinese Community Health Plan San francisco 7/31/87 14,577 2% — 57% o P
47 Choice Physicians Choice Physicians network, inc. Pasadena 9/14/09 4,640 1% — — M —
13 CiGna Cigna HealthCare of California, inc. Glendale 3/23/79  230,399 – 6% — — o P
45 Citizens Choice Honored Citizens Choice Health Plan, inc. Cerritos 5/25/04 13,475 – 12% — 100% M —
1. excludes enrollment in aetna’s employee assistance Program (409,853 at december 2011; 447,620 at June 2012). 
2. total enrollment includes 211,723 (6% of total) and 200,299 (6% of total) enrolled in administrative services only (aSo) contracts for december 2011 and June 2012, respectively. 
3. total enrollment includes 647,063 (26% of total) and 713,972 (29% of total) enrolled in aSo contracts for december 2011 and June 2012, respectively.
*other Public includes aiM, Healthy families, Healthy Kids, and iHSS. 
†limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full-risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
Key to tax status: P (for Profit); nP (nonprofit, public health agency, or joint power authority). not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan. 
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial filings and List of All Licensed Plans (11/27/2012); supplemental information on tax status from the California association of Health Plans 2011 annual report.
Health Plans and Insurers
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e n r o l l M e n t
ranK / health Plan naMe official health Plan naMe
location  
(adMin. offiCeS)
date 
licensed
SiZe 
(12/31/11) 
CHanGe 
(Ytd 6/12)
Medi-Cal / 
otHer PuBliC* MediCare
Plan 
tyPe
tax 
status
20 Community Health Group Community Health Group Chula Vista 8/30/85  139,222 5% 99% 1% o nP
18 Community Health Plan County of los angeles – department of Health Services alhambra 12/30/85  186,413 n/a 100% — C nP
25 Contra Costa Health Plan Contra Costa County Medical Services Martinez 4/6/78  104,835 4% 74% — C nP
34 easy Choice easy Choice Health Plan, inc. newport 
Beach
6/11/07 15,476 103% — 100% M P
48 epic ePiC Health Plan  long Beach 6/11/07 1,796 21% — 100% M —
38 GeMCare GeMCare Health Plan, inc. Glendale 3/22/96 16,680 15% — 42% M P
52 Golden State Golden State Medicare Health Plan Seal Beach 5/14/09 631 n/a — 100% M —
4 Health net Health net of California, inc. Woodland Hills 2/7/97 2,311,982 — 45% 5% B P
22 Health Plan of San Joaquin San Joaquin County Health Commission french Camp 1/30/96  122,587 6% 95% — C nP
29 Health Plan of San Mateo San Mateo Health Commission S. San 
francisco
7/31/98  81,931 – 1% 90% 10% C nP
9 Heritage† Heritage Provider network, inc. northridge n/a  459,439 – 4% 3% 17% B P
40 Humana Humana Health Plan of California, inc. Carlsbad 2/7/97 6,210 153% — 100% M P
8 inland empire inland empire Health Plan San Bernardino 7/22/96  528,760 8% 99% 1% C/B nP
39 inter Valley inter Valley Health Plan Pomona 5/25/79  16,883 9% — 100% M nP
1 Kaiser Kaiser foundation Health Plan, inc. oakland 11/4/77 6,938,003 1% 5% 12% B nP
23 Kern family Health Care Kern Health Systems Bakersfield 5/6/96  114,381 2% 100% — C nP
5 l.a. Care local initiative Health authority for l.a. County los angeles 4/1/97  977,786 8% 100% — C/B nP
44 Md Care Md Care, inc. los alamitos 7/6/07 15,283 – 22% — 100% M —
*other Public includes aiM, Healthy families, Healthy Kids, and iHSS. 
†limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full-risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
Key to tax status: P (for Profit); nP (nonprofit, public health agency, or joint power authority). not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan. 
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial filings and List of All Licensed Plans (11/27/2012); supplemental information on tax status from the California association of Health Plans 2011 annual report.
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e n r o l l M e n t
ranK / health Plan naMe official health Plan naMe
location  
(adMin. offiCeS)
date 
licensed
SiZe 
(12/31/11) 
CHanGe 
(Ytd 6/12)
Medi-Cal / 
otHer PuBliC* MediCare
Plan 
tyPe
tax 
status
12 Molina Molina Healthcare of California long Beach 3/14/97  354,828 – 1% 67% – 2% o P
42 Monarch† Monarch Health Plan irvine 4/18/07 11,412 13% — — M —
51 on lok 4 on lok Senior Health Services San francisco 1/20/99 1,145 3% 4% 2% o nP
15 Partnership Partnership HealthPlan of California fairfield 11/4/05  209,158 – 3% 97% 3% Ct nP
50 Positive Healthcare aidS Healthcare foundation long Beach 12/1/05 1,696 n/a 52% 48% o nP
49 Premier Premier Health Plan Services, inc. lakewood 6/25/09 1,851 9% — — M —
16 Primecare† Primecare Medical network, inc. ontario 10/16/98  190,760 2% — — o P
30 San francisco San francisco Community Health authority San francisco 5/23/05  71,502 8% 100% — C nP
21 Santa Clara family Health Plan Santa Clara County Health authority Campbell 12/20/96  135,871 3% 100% — C nP
24 SCan Scan Health Plan long Beach 11/30/84  114,080 1% 6% 93% M nP
36 Scripps† Scripps Health Plan Services, inc. San diego 4/7/99  26,821 — — — M —
31 Sharp Sharp Health Plan San diego 9/18/92  54,974 15% — — o nP
35 SiMnSa Sistemas Medicos nacionales, S.a.de C.V. tijuana, MX 1/31/00  28,532 5% — — o P
7 unitedHealthcare uHC of California Cypress 5/15/78  856,174 – 3% — 36% B P
46 universal Care universal Care Signal Hill 10/15/85  17,926 – 73% — 11% o P
28 Valley Health Plan Santa Clara County San Jose 9/13/85  81,202 5% 6% — C nP
37 Ventura County Health Plan County of Ventura Ventura 6/6/96 23,824 4% 46% — o nP
27 Western Western Health advantage Sacramento 1/14/97  88,693 3% — — o nP
4.  on lok operates under Medicare and Medicaid waivers as a prototype “Program of all-inclusive Care for the elderly” (PaCe), providing complete care to a nursing-home-certified population which remains in the community. 
*other Public includes aiM, Healthy families, Healthy Kids, and iHSS. 
†limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full-risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
Key to tax status: P (for Profit); nP (nonprofit, public health agency, or joint power authority). not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan. 
Sources: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial filings and List of All Licensed Plans (11/27/2012); supplemental information on tax status from the California association of Health Plans 2011 annual report.
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official health Plan naMe naMe used in Publication
california 
a&h PreMiuMs 
(in MillionS) 
aetna life insurance Company aetna  $1,743 
anthem Blue Cross life and Health Company anthem Blue Cross  $5,736 
Blue Shield of California life & Health insurance Company Blue Shield  $1,397 
Connecticut General life insurance Company* CiGna  $876 
Health net life insurance Company Health net  $1,121 
Kaiser Permanente insurance Company Kaiser  $164 
PacifiCare life and Health insurance Company PacifiCare  $68 
unitedHealthcare insurance Company uHC  $1,860 
*Wholly owned subsidiary of CiGna.
notes: Selected insurers include Cdi-regulated companies selling accident and health insurance (a&H), with California direct accident and health premiums greater than $700 million 
in 2011; also shown: PacifiCare, which has the same ultimate parent as unitedHealthcare; Kaiser Permanente insurance Company. Products sold include comprehensive major medical 
insurance, in addition to other products, such as dental, Medicare supplement, Part d – standalone, and stop-loss. 
Source: California department of insurance (Cdi) insurers’ annual Statements, Schedule t.
Health Plans and Insurers
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ranK / health Plan naMe
fiscal 
year 
end
rePort 
tyPe
stateMent 
date
net incoMe 
/loss 
(in MillionS)
total 
revenue 
(in MillionS)
tangible 
net equity 
(in MillionS)
net incoMe 
(aS SHare of 
reVenue) 
Medical 
loss 
ratio 
adMin. 
cost 
ratio
 tne to 
required
current 
assets: 
current 
liabilities
Plan 
tyPe
enrollees 
(at StateMent 
date)
6 aetna dec annual 12/31/11  $101.21  $1,800.94  $194.10 5.6% 82.4% 9.8% 564% 0.68 B  806,970 
25 alameda alliance† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $6.60 
– $9.16
 $273.97 
$368.91
 $29.61 
$20.20
2.4% 
– 2.5%
89.7% 
95.9%
8.0% 
7.0%
234% 
123%
1.44 
1.12
C  128,575 
146,580 
2 anthem Blue Cross dec annual 12/31/11  $507.66  $11,118.91  $1,188.89 4.6% 84.2% 9.0% 392% 1.36 B  3,327,808 
20 arcadian dec annual 12/31/11 – $5.34  $408.63  $41.63 – 1.3% 84.0% 17.9% 215% 1.03 M  40,978 
53 arta dec annual 12/31/11  $0.05  $3.62  — 1.4% 97.9% 1.1% 0% 0.00 M  1 
4 Blue Shield dec annual 12/31/11  $78.04  $8,334.76  $3,253.47 0.9% 89.0% 12.5% 1456% 1.14 B  2,457,425 
9 Caloptima† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $4.27 
$2.66
 $1,472.58 
$1,500.85
 $153.32 
$155.98
0.3% 
0.2%
93.9% 
93.7%
4.2% 
4.6%
315% 
319%
0.92 
0.91
C/B  433,737 
424,274 
44 CalViva Health† June annual 6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $0.46 
$4.91
 $97.43 
$360.99 
 $3.41 
$8.35
0.5% 
1.4%
88.4% 
89.0%
9.0% 
7.2%
176% 
158%
1.07 
1.20
C  161,786 
186,496 
13 Care 1st dec annual 12/31/11  $12.29  $763.90  $97.13 1.6% 91.8% 10.0% 498% 1.50 o  365,933 
14 CareMore dec annual 12/31/11  $35.34  $720.74  $64.01 4.9% 80.8% 11.0% 235% 1.17 M  46,507 
21 CenCal† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $6.70 
$0.70
 $371.53 
$329.82 
 $20.92 
$21.62 
1.8% 
0.2%
91.6% 
93.0%
4.6% 
4.7%
128% 
125%
1.35 
1.34
C  106,358 
 99,205
16 Central California alliance  
for Health†
dec annual 12/31/11  $31.30  $582.68  $159.59 5.4% 89.9% 5.0% 602% 2.39 C  210,353 
42 Central Health Plan dec annual 12/31/11  $4.00  $104.38  $4.21 3.8% 82.8% 12.8% 134% 1.34 M  11,017 
39 Chinese Community Health Plan dec annual 12/31/11  $2.83  $114.71  $18.61 2.5% 85.9% 12.7% 838% 2.35 o  14,572 
47 Choice Physicians network dec annual 12/31/11  $0.47  $41.22  $2.40 1.1% 94.2% 4.0% 186% 0.65 M  4,640 
11 CiGna dec annual 12/31/11 – $0.44  $944.47  $41.81 – 0.05% 96.0% 4.4% 149% 1.43 o  230,399 
35 Citizens Choice dec annual 12/31/11  $4.80  $159.38  $5.82 3.0% 87.7% 9.3% 117% 1.15 M  13,475 
*limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.  
†County-based plans.
notes: rank based on 2011 revenues. Most recent annual figures shown. Year-to-date figures shown for plans with fiscal year-end other than december. tangible net equity (tne) is a measure of the physical worth of a company and excludes the value of intangible assets. 
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on december 2011 enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data, wpso.dmhc.ca.gov.
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ranK / health Plan naMe
fiscal 
year 
end
rePort 
tyPe
stateMent 
date
net incoMe 
/loss 
(in MillionS)
total 
revenue 
(in MillionS)
tangible 
net equity 
(in MillionS)
net incoMe 
(aS SHare of 
reVenue) 
Medical 
loss 
ratio 
adMin. 
cost 
ratio
 tne to 
required
current 
assets: 
current 
liabilities
Plan 
tyPe
enrollees 
(at StateMent 
date)
28 Community Health Group dec annual 12/31/11  $6.42  $237.55  $52.49 2.7% 91.4% 6.0% 404% 2.30 C  139,222 
24 Community Health Plan† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $18.27 
$34.33
 $306.92 
$188.53
 $18.45 
$52.78
6.0% 
18.2%
85.3% 
76.8%
8.9% 
5.5%
404% 
1,565%
1.47 
11.43
C  208,324 
11,541
26 Contra Costa Health Plan† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $0.74 
$3.95
 $266.00 
$324.32
 $8.09 
$12.04
0.3% 
1.2%
119.6% 
122.0%
3.2% 
2.9%
187% 
167%
1.11 
1.14
C  98,654 
109,099
37 easy Choice dec annual 12/31/11  $3.02  $146.74  $8.34 2.1% 86.7% 11.2% 150% 1.40 M  15,478 
50 epic dec annual 12/31/11  – $0.01  $11.41  $2.90 0% 98% 2% 290% 2.17 M  1,796 
40 GeMCare dec annual 12/31/11  $0.86  $109.83  $5.25 0.8% 92.1% 8.9% 151% 1.43 M  16,680 
51 Golden State dec annual 12/31/11  $0.11  $6.61  $1.36 1.6% 86.2% 12.9% 136% 5.59 M  631 
3 Health net dec annual 12/31/11  $181.08  $9,467.78  $1,106.17 1.9% 87.2% 10.5% 503% 2.08 B  2,311,982 
34 Health Plan of San Joaquin† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $6.87 
$0.77
 $166.01 
$210.18
 $49.60 
$50.37
4.1% 
0.4%
89.4% 
92.5%
7.1% 
7.7%
585% 
442%
2.74 
2.01
C  117,151 
129,812 
19 Health Plan of San Mateo† dec annual 12/31/11  $4.01  $457.08  $75.81 0.9% 92.6% 7.4% 344% 1.61 C  81,931 
7 Heritage* dec annual 12/31/11  $2.18  $1,639.02  $53.20 0.1% 93.7% 7.9% 125% 1.16 B  459,439 
46 Humana dec annual 12/31/11  – $1.83  $45.91  $2.50 -4.0% 86.9% 19.4% 186% 1.61 M  6,210 
12 inland empire† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $27.02 
$37.07
 $868.61 
$991.59
 $70.59 
$107.66
3.1% 
3.7%
78.1% 
89.1%
4.8% 
5.2%
271% 
331%
1.63 
1.73
C/B  500,542 
568,731
33 inter Valley Mar annual 3/31/12 
3/31/11
 $2.48 
$0.58
 $201.78 
$170.00
 $21.34 
$18.70
1.2% 
0.3%
89.4% 
89.2%
9.5% 
10.5%
607% 
585%
1.39 
2.65
M  18,341 
16,558
1 Kaiser1 dec annual 12/31/11  $2,013.15  $48,404.57  $12,444.62 4.2% 94.6% 4.3% 1,023% 0.90 B  6,938,003 
31 Kern family Health Care† dec annual 12/31/11  $10.67  $219.69  $97.92 4.9% 105.3% 6.9% 731% 4.24 C  114,381 
1. Kaiser financial figures reflect multi-state activity.
*limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.  
†County-based plans.
notes: rank based on 2011 revenues. Most recent annual figures shown. Year-to-date figures shown for plans with fiscal year-end other than december. tangible net equity (tne) is a measure of the physical worth of a company and excludes the value of intangible assets. 
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on december 2011 enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data, wpso.dmhc.ca.gov.
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rank / HealtH Plan name
Fiscal 
Year 
end
rePort 
tYPe
statement 
date
net income 
/loss 
(in millions)
total 
revenue 
(in millions)
tangible 
net equitY 
(in millions)
net income 
(as sHare of 
revenue) 
medical 
loss 
ratio 
admin. 
cost 
ratio
 tne to 
required
current 
assets: 
current 
liabilities
Plan 
tYPe
enrollees 
(at statement 
date)
10 l.a. Care† sept annual 
Ytd
9/30/11 
6/30/12
 $5.22 
– $20.10 
 $1,370.86 
$1,411.61
 $150.72 
$130.61
0.4% 
– 1.4%
95.3% 
97.4%
4.6% 
4.3%
611% 
1,015%
1.65 
1.65
C/B  941,520 
1,055,667 
32 md Care dec annual 12/31/11  – $23.81  $176.99  $13.03 – 13.5% 101.3% 12.2% 157% 1.17 m  15,283 
17 molina dec annual 12/31/11  $8.81  $568.26  $31.77 1.6% 87.3% 9.1% 179% 1.45 C  354,828 
41 monarch* dec annual 12/31/11  $3.34  $107.15  $7.23 3.1% 93.5% 2.9% 176% 1.50 m  11,412 
43 on lok June annual 6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $11.45 
$1.56
 $100.77 
$95.80 
 $82.06 
$82.05
11.4% 
1.6%
91.5% 
89.4%
7.9% 
9.1%
2,628% 
2,561%
2.29 
1.69
m/C  1,108 
1,176 
15 Partnership† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $50.21 
$51.48 
 $698.29 
$907.77
 $122.63 
$174.11 
7.2% 
5.7%
85.9% 
88.1%
4.8% 
4.3%
466% 
518%
1.83 
2.07
C  167,265 
203,881 
23 Positive Healthcare dec annual 12/31/11  $40.59  $328.76  $94.44 12.3% 300.1% 15.7% 3,144% 2.46 o  1,696 
52 Premier June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $0.02 
$0.58 
 $4.12 
$17.28
 $1.51 
$2.10
0.4% 
3.4%
88.5% 
81.1%
11.0% 
13.0%
151% 
210%
1.77 
1.55
m  1,790 
2,014
18 Primecare* dec annual 12/31/11  $24.91  $514.32  $19.67 4.8% 80.2% 12.2% 163% 1.22 o  190,760 
38 san francisco† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 – $0.41 
– $4.45
 $142.51 
$201.61
 $30.15 
$26.51 
– 0.3% 
– 2.2%
92.1% 
89.8%
14.9% 
12.6%
1,141% 
628%
1.08 
0.98
C  64,373 
76,878 
27 santa Clara family Health Plan† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $10.99 
$0.00
 $255.01 
$0.28 
 $36.09 
$26.59
4.3% 
0.2%
86.5% 
92.5%
23.8% 
17.5%
724% 
724%
2.44 
1.76
C  131,329 
140,034 
8 sCan dec annual 12/31/11  – $178.06  $1,615.85  $435.00 – 11.0% 89.8% 20.1% 1,981% 1.78 m  114,080 
29 scripps* sept annual 
Ytd
9/30/11 
6/30/12
 $0.50 
$0.14 
 $236.80 
$178.83 
 $8.82 
$7.95 
0.2% 
0.1%
100.0% 
100.1%
4.0% 
4.6%
126% 
117%
1.28 
1.28
m  26,984 
 26,788
30 sharp sept annual 
Ytd
9/30/11 
6/30/12
 $3.79 
$4.77 
 $226.62 
$205.23 
 $34.18 
$38.94
1.7% 
2.3%
89.8% 
90.9%
8.4% 
7.6%
871% 
1,194%
1.63 
1.57
o  54,446 
 63,002
48 simnsa dec annual 12/31/11  $1.11  $36.72  $5.77 3.0% 66.1% 29.8% 332% 1.85 o  28,532 
*limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.  
†County-based plans.
notes: rank based on 2011 revenues. most recent annual figures shown. Year-to-date figures shown for plans with fiscal year-end other than december. tangible net equity (tne) is a measure of the physical worth of a company and excludes the value of intangible assets. 
keY to Plan tYPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in medi-Cal, Healthy families, aim; m (medicare): 70%+ enrollees in medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on december 2011 enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dmHC.  
not sHown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: san miguel Health Plan.
source: department of managed Health Care (dmHC), Health Plan financial summary data, wpso.dmhc.ca.gov.
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ranK / health Plan naMe
fiscal 
year 
end
rePort 
tyPe
stateMent 
date
net incoMe 
/loss 
(in MillionS)
total 
revenue 
(in MillionS)
tangible 
net equity 
(in MillionS)
net incoMe 
(aS SHare of 
reVenue) 
Medical 
loss 
ratio 
adMin. 
cost 
ratio
 tne to 
required
current 
assets: 
current 
liabilities
Plan 
tyPe
enrollees 
(at StateMent 
date)
5 unitedHealthcare dec annual 12/31/11  $269.39  $6,419.72  $565.26 4.2% 86.1% 7.5% 771% 1.59 B  856,174 
49 universal Care June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 – $0.92 
– $0.34
 $35.90 
$39.57
 $1.44 
$1.35
– 2.6% 
– 0.9%
82.9% 
87.9%
18.2% 
12.6%
141% 
124%
0.80 
0.96
C  17,233 
4,924 
36 Valley Health Plan† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $6.36 
$7.07
 $159.12 
$182.97
 $14.78 
$21.53
4.0% 
3.9%
90.1% 
90.9%
6.1% 
5.4%
479% 
647%
2.42 
2.77
C  77,858 
85,199
45 Ventura County Health Plan† June annual 
Ytd
6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $0.11 
$1.17
 $46.52 
$53.98
 $7.51 
$8.68
0.2% 
2.2%
94.5% 
90.3%
5.7% 
8.1%
230% 
233%
1.54 
1.58
o  23,429 
24,697 
22 Western June annual 6/30/11 
6/30/12
 $2.25 
$1.49
 $344.27 
$398.33
 $16.97 
$18.46
0.7% 
0.4%
91.6% 
92.4%
7.8% 
7.2%
344% 
337%
1.51 
1.52
o  88,224 
91,236
*limited or restricted license. Permitted to assume full risk for physician and hospital services, but contracts with other health plans for enrollment.  
†County-based plans.
notes: rank based on 2011 revenues. Most recent annual figures shown. Year-to-date figures shown for plans with fiscal year-end other than december. tangible net equity (tne) is a measure of the physical worth of a company and excludes the value of intangible assets. 
Key to Plan tyPes: B (Big): 400,000+ enrollees; C (Medi-Cal): 70%+ enrollees in Medi-Cal, Healthy families, aiM; M (Medicare): 70%+ enrollees in Medicare; o (other). Plan type determination based on december 2011 enrollment reports, disclosures, and footnotes in plan financial filings with dMHC.  
not shown: Plans with no enrollment as of december 2011: San Miguel Health Plan.
Source: department of Managed Health Care (dMHC), Health Plan financial Summary data, wpso.dmhc.ca.gov.
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year aetna* 
antheM 
blue cross blue shield cigna* health net* Kaiser* Pacificare* 
united
healthcare* 
income and revenue (in millions)
revenue 2011 $12,412 $5,753 $1,393 $7,394 $1,307 $272 $350 $42,321 
2010 15,002 4,939 1,369 9,634 1,294 250 382 40,366 
2009 16,393 4,250 1,231 7,435 1,292 214 480 36,342 
net income 2011 1,001 204  – 41 590 23 3 87 2,430 
2010 1,193 206 7 676 27 4 118 2,259 
2009 883 171  – 63 647 58 2 121 1,994 
business and spending Metrics
Margin (net income as percentage of revenue) 2011 8.1% 3.5% – 3.0% 8.0% 1.7% 1.2% 25.0% 5.7%
loss ratio (a&H) 2011 82.3% 82.6% 82.8% 82.2% 84.0% 82.4% 82.6% 80.5%
administrative Percentage (a&H) 2011 7.0% 12.4% 23.7% 9.1% 15.8% 6.3% 21.4% 11.6%
Commissions (as percentage of premium, a&H) 2011 0.8% n/a 7.7% 1.6% – 2.7% n/a 5.8% 3.3%
non-federal taxes / licenses / fees (as percentage of revenue) 2011 4.1% n/a 2.4% 3.2% 3.0% n/a 2.7% 1.6%
federal tax (as percentage of revenue) 2011 4.4% 1.2% – 1.7% 1.9% 0.6% 1.2% 13.1% 2.9%
Premium (as percentage of capital and surplus) 2011 385% 502% 596% 233% 334% 384% 32% 949%
distribution of a&h business
California’s Share of Company Business 2011 11.6% 100.0% 100.0% 10.0% 56.5% 60.1% 32.5% —
2010 11.5% 100.0% 100.0% 9.6% 56.0% 45.8% 44.1% 5.0%
annual growth/decline
revenue 2011 – 17% 16% 2% – 23% 1% 9% – 8% 5%
2010 -8% 16% 11% 30% 0% 17% – 20% 11%
2009 13% 10% 61% – 9% – 7% — – 18% 10%
net income 2011 – 16% – 1% – 717% – 13% – 16% – 16% – 26% 8%
2010 35% 21% – 111% 5% – 54% 143% – 3% 13%
2009 – 7% – 12% – 2,231% 66,047% 313% – 55% – 19% 7%
California Premium revenue (a&H) 2011 0% 16% 5% 4% 3% 43% – 40% 5%
2010 5% 15% 9% 42% 0% — – 58% 6%
2009 23% 12% 61% – 13% 4% — – 34% 17%
*figures reflect multi-state data.
notes: a&H refers to accident and health, the line of business encompassing comprehensive major medical insurance and other products such as dental insurance and Medicare Part d standalone coverage. 
Source: California department of insurance (Cdi), insurers’ annual Statements, 2008–2011.
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M e d i c a l  lo s s  r at i o s av e r ag e  a M o u n t  Pa i d tota l  r e b at e  Pa i d
coMPany naMe indiVidual SMall GrouP larGe GrouP indiVidual SMall GrouP larGe GrouP indiVidual SMall GrouP larGe GrouP total
dMhc-regulated health Plans and insurers
aetna n/a 84.6% 85.2%  —  —  — — —  — —
anthem Blue Cross 80.9% 77.5% 89.8%  —  $212  — —  $38,562,392  — —
Blue Shield 83.7% 82.6% 91.6%  —  —  — — —  — —
CiGna n/a n/a 97.5%  —  —  — — —  — —
Health net 105.3% 80.6% 90.8%  —  —  — — —  — —
Kaiser 99.9% 93.8% 92.9%  —  —  — — —  — —
universal Healthcare 80.1% 77.7% 88.6%  —  $173  — —  $3,857,554  — —
cdi-regulated health Plans and insurers
aetna 82.2% 82.0% 84.6%  —  —  $40  —  —  $3,419,151 —
anthem Blue Cross 79.9% 82.9% 86.0%  $3  —  —  $1,286,556  —  — — 
Blue Shield 78.2% 83.7% 87.2%  $42  —  —  $10,818,579  —  — —
CiGna 87.3% n/a 84.5%  —  —  $38  —  —  $3,377,153 —
Health net 88.2% 85.2% 89.4%  —  —  —  —  —  — —
Kaiser 79.6% n/a 119.9%  $7  —  —  $277,034  —  — —
PacifiCare 92.9% n/a 81.0%  —  —  $12  —  —  $789,615 —
universal Healthcare n/a 85.3% 88.7%  —  —  —  —  —  — —
Totals $20,506,850 $42,256,439 $11,141,991 $73,905,280
notes: Blank cells in the table indicate that no rebate was owed by that carrier for that line of business. rebates were computed and paid in 2012 for coverage in 2011. totals also include smaller carriers not shown here. 
Sources: uS department of Health and Human Services, Medical loss ratio (Mlr) filings, companyprofiles.healthcare.gov. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Center for Consumer information and insurance oversight (CCiio), 
list of Health insurers owing rebates in 2012, www.cciio.cms.gov. CMS, CCiio, Mlr filings, www.cciio.cms.gov.
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Plan naMe enrollMent
aetna  30,158 
alameda alliance  4,675 
altaMed Health Services Corporation*  832 
anthem Blue Cross  57,476 
arcadian  1,516 
arizona Physicians  25 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  791 
Blue Shield  61,397 
Caloptima  13,664 
Care 1st  23,177 
CareMore  48,983 
Center for elders independence*  439 
Central Health Plan  12,160 
Chinese Community Health Plan  8,426 
CiGna  23 
Citizen’s Choice  11,892 
Community eldercare of San diego*  138 
Community Health Group  1,126 
Community insurance Company  772 
Plan naMe enrollMent
Consolidated association of railroad 
employees†
 17 
Contra Costa Health Plan  488 
deseret Healtcare emplouee Benefits trust  132 
easy Choice  30,428 
empire HealthChoice assuarnce, inc.  133 
GeMCare  8,036 
Golden State  769 
Health net  139,616 
Health Plan of nevada  64 
Health Plan of San Mateo 8,366
Healthnow new York inc.  12 
HealthSpring life and Health insurance 
Company, inc.
 11 
Highmark, inc  675 
Humana  15,387 
inland empire  7,535 
inter Valley  18,325 
Kaiser  841,791 
l.a. Care  3,027 
Plan naMe enrollMent
Md Care  11,159 
Medical associates Health Plan, inc.  12 
Molina  6,863 
MVP Health Plan, inc  563 
on lok*  1,106 
Partnership  7,423 
Positive Healthcare  802 
Pyramid life insurance Company  484 
rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical Services  56 
Santa fe employees Hospital association  236 
SCan  114,940 
Sutter Health Sacramento Sierra region*  198 
union Pacific railroad employees Health 
Systems†
 475 
united Mine Workers of america Health  
and retirement†
 13 
unitedHealthcare  334,358 
universal Care  2,166 
Total 1,833,336
Health Plans and Insurers
*national Program of all-inclusive Care for the elderly (PaCe), an alternative to nursing home care for certain individuals eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid. Plans receive a monthly capitation from Medicare and Medicaid. 
†operates under a contract with CMS which does not involve capitation for services, including 1833 Cost Contract and 1876 Cost Contract.
notes: under Medicare advantage, health plans provide all Medicare benefits in exchange for a capitated payment. CMS reporting of Medicare advantage counts includes 741 enrollees in 1833 Cost Contracts, which do not capitate payments, 2,713 enrollees in national PaCe, and 500 enrollees in  
1876 Cost Contracts.
Source: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Monthly Ma enrollment by State/County/Contract, June 2012, www.cms.gov.
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E N R O L L M E N T c h a N g E † a s  a  s h a R E  O f… cOuNTiEs Of OpERaTiON
pLaN NaME deC. 2011 June 2012 annual Ytd all BenefiCiaries Managed Care 2011 and 2012
alameda alliance for Health*  118,863  126,054 15% 6% 2% 3% alameda
anthem Blue Cross  442,453  450,642 6% 2% 6% 9% alameda, Contra Costa, fresno, sacramento, san francisco,  
san Joaquin, santa Clara, stanislaus, tulare
Caloptima *  382,644  391,643 3% 2% 5% 8% orange
CalViva Health*  177,615  190,067 — 7% 3% 4% fresno, Kings, Madera
Care 1st Health Plan  25,487  28,421 62% 12% — 1% san diego
CenCal*  93,416  96,075 1% 3% 1% 2% san luis obispo, santa Barbara
Central California alliance for Health*  182,160  189,907 1% 4% 3% 4% Merced, Monterey, santa Cruz
Community Health group  115,733  121,786 10% 5% 2% 2% san diego
Contra Costa Health Plan*  72,497  77,329 15% 7% 1% 2% Contra Costa
family Mosaic Project  127  133 2% 5% — — san francisco
gold Coast Health Plan*  104,900  105,368 — — 1% 2% Ventura
Health net  677,902  717,718 – 8% 6% 10% 15% fresno, Kern, los angeles, sacramento, san diego, stanislaus, tulare
Health Plan of san Joaquin*  92,845  100,169 17% 8% 1% 2% san Joaquin
Health Plan of san Mateo*  62,055  64,193 3% 3% 1% 1% san Mateo
inland empire Health Plan*  470,162  500,133 14% 6% 7% 10% riverside, san Bernardino
Kaiser foundation Health Plan  41,969  42,509 — 1% 1% 1% Marin, sacramento, san diego
Kern family Health Care*  114,385  116,425 5% 2% 2% 2% Kern
l.a. Care*  956,239  995,128 12% 4% 13% 20% los angeles
Molina  200,976  201,260 4% — 3% 4% riverside, san Bernardino, sacramento, san diego
Partnership*  196,376  201,692 26% 3% 3% 4% Marin, Mendocino, napa, solano, sonoma, Yolo 
Positive Healthcare  874  886 13% 1% — — los angeles
san francisco*  50,819  56,396 26% 11% 1% 1% san francisco
santa Clara family Health Plan*  112,348  117,176 9% 4% 2% 2% santa Clara
Total Managed Care Enrollment 4,692,845 4,891,110 13% 4% 66% 100% Number of counties with managed care: 30
Total Fee-For-Service Beneficiaries  2,886,858  2,504,113 – 13% – 13% 34%
Total Medi-Cal Beneficiaries  7,579,703  7,395,223 2% – 2% 100%
*County-based plans. gold Coast Health Plan is regulated only by the department of Health Care services. 
†annual reflects change from december 2010 to december 2011; Ytd reflects change from december 2011 to June 2012.
note: figures here reflect contracts between plans and the state. some Medi-Cal managed care plans contract their enrollees out to other managed care plans. 
source: California department of Health Care services, Medi-Cal Managed Care enrollment reports; research and analytical studies section Beneficiary data files, www.dhcs.ca.gov.
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H e a lt H y  Fa m i l i e s a i m
ENROLLMENT chaNgE† MaRkET shaRE ENROLLMENT chaNgE† MaRkET shaRE
cOMpaNy NaME deC. 2011 june 2012 annual ytd 2012 deC. 2011 june 2012 annual ytd 2012
alameda alliance*  10,566  10,355 – 4% – 2% 1%  — — — — —
anthem Blue Cross ePo  72,690  72,457 – 7% — 8% 2,402 2,483 31% 3% 34%
anthem Blue Cross HMo  121,396  124,347 — 2% 14% 2,698 3,454 5% 28% 48%
Blue Shield ePo  5,390  5,153 16% – 4% 1%  — — — — —
Blue Shield HMo  28,588  26,547 – 15% – 7% 3%  — — — — —
Caloptima*  37,318  36,633 – 3% – 2% 4%  — — — — —
Care 1st Health Plan  12,483  12,704 4% 2% 2%  — — — — —
CenCal*  8,921  9,109 5% 2% 1% 65 78 – 16% 20% 1%
Central California alliance for Health*  23,648  23,773 12% 1% 3% 446 396 10% – 11% 5%
Community Health Group  24,534  24,566 – 2% — 3%  — — — — —
Community Health Plan*  12,378  11,416 – 14% – 8% 1%  — — — — —
Contra Costa Health Plan*  4,959  4,798 – 6% – 3% 1% 25 30 19% 20% —
Health net  136,118  137,531 – 1% 1% 16% 554 11 – 61% – 98% —
Health Plan San joaquin*  24,738  24,111 – 2% – 3% 3% 136 143 14% 5% 2%
Health Plan San Mateo*  6,132  6,132 1% — 1%  — — — — —
inland empire*  57,704  57,679 – 1% — 7%  — — — — —
Kaiser  189,982  192,839 7% 2% 22%  578 638 9% 10% 9%
Kern family Health Care*  10,962  10,820 – 3% – 1% 1%  — — — — —
la Care*  11,004  11,305 8% 3% 1%  — — — — —
Molina  33,762  32,875 – 8% – 3% 4%  — — — — —
Partnership*  1,582  2,190 146% 38% —  — — — — —
San francisco*  7,399  7,265 – 4% – 2% 1%  — — — — —
Santa Clara family Health Plan*  17,437  17,134 – 2% – 2% 2%  — — — — —
Ventura County Health Plan*  11,090  11,227 — 1% 1% 38 25 8% – 34% —
total  870,781 872,966 — — 100%  6,942 7,258 – 1% 5% 100%
*County-based plans. 
†annual reflects change from december 2010 to december 2011; ytd reflects change from december 2011 to june 2012.
notes: Healthy families provides low cost coverage to uninsured children in working families whose incomes meet federal guidelines for Healthy families, but are not eligible for Medi-Cal. the access for infants and Mothers (aiM) program 
provides low cost health coverage to uninsured, middle income pregnant women at a cost of 1.5% of the subscribers adjusted annual household income. effective 2013, Healthy families enrollees are being transitioned to Medi-Cal as  
part of aCa implementation.
Sources: Major risk Medical insurance Board (MrMiB): Healthy families Program Current enrollment distribution by County and Health Plan, www.mrmib.ca.gov; aiM enrollment reports, www.mrmib.ca.gov.
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eleMent of satisfaction what was Measured
Health Care Highly rated What percentage of HMo/PPo members rated their health care 8, 9, or 10 on a 1 to 10 scale?
Getting doctors and Care easily What percentage of HMo/PPo members highly rated the plan for helping them get the care they need?
doctor Communicates with Patients What percentage of HMo/PPo members highly rated their doctors’ communication skills?
Patient and doctor Share decisions What percentage of HMo/PPo members reported that their doctor talked with them about the pros and cons 
of their treatment choices and asked which choice best fit their needs?
Coordinated Care What percentage of HMo/PPo members reported that their doctor was up-to-date about any care the patient 
got from other doctors?
Health Promotion What percentage of HMo/PPo members reported that their doctor or other providers talked with them about 
things to do to prevent illness?
Customer Service What percentage of members highly rated their HMo/PPo on its customer service?
Paying Claims What percentage of HMo/PPo members highly rated their HMo/PPo on paying claims correctly and quickly?
Plan information on What You Pay What percentage of members got information from their HMo/PPo when they asked what they would pay for 
a service like a prescription or an office visit?
Member Complaints What percentage of HMo/PPo members reported that they were satisfied with the HMo's/PPo's handling of a 
problem when they called or wrote to the plan?
note: reflects survey data collected in 2011 regarding service and experiences in 2010.
Source: office of the Patient advocate, Quality report Card, 2012 edition, www.opa.ca.gov/report_card.
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